Strong interactions between a spin-labeled cholesterol analog and erythrocyte proteins in the human erythrocyte membrane.
We have used a spin label analog of cholesterol bearing a nitroxide on the alkyl chain (26-nor-25-doxylcholestanol) to study cholesterol-protein interactions in the human erythrocyte membrane. As judged from the ESR spectrum, the spin label is readily incorporated into the membrane when added from a concentrated ethanolic solution to a cell or ghost suspension. With intact erythrocytes or white ghosts in isotonic buffer, the ESR spectrum is a superposition of a mobile component and a strongly immobilized component (outer hyperfine splitting 61-63 G). The latter corresponds to approx. 45% of the signal, a percentage which is barely affected by varying the temperature between 5 and 37 degrees C. Removal of the cytoskeletal proteins spectrin and actin by low ionic strength treatment or of all extrinsic proteins by alkali treatment of ghosts reduces the immobilized fraction to approx. 25%. The effect of controlled proteolysis of intrinsic proteins was also tested. Pre-treatment of cells with chymotrypsin or pre-treatment of unsealed ghosts with trypsin has no effect on the ESR spectrum obtained with alkali-treated membranes. On the other hand, after chymotrypsin treatment of unsealed ghost, which reduces the band 3 protein to a 17.5 kDa membrane fragment, the strongly immobilized component is no longer observable. These data show that the cholesterol analog 26-nor-25-doxylcholestanol interacts strongly with one or several proteins of the erythrocyte membrane. That the intrinsic protein band 3 is involved is suggested by the disappearance of the immobilized fraction occurring upon chymotrypsin digestion of this protein. Our results are thus consistent with the proposal of a selective cholesterol-band 3 interaction in the erythrocyte membrane (Schubert, D. and Boss, K. (1982) FEBS Lett. 150, 4-8). Our data also suggest that this interaction is influenced by cytoskeletal proteins, an effect which can be explained considering the known linking of band 3 to the erythrocyte cytoskeleton via ankyrin. Experiments have also been carried out with 3-doxylandrostanol, a more commonly used cholesterol spin-label analog. With this spin label, at all temperatures investigated, we found it impossible to demonstrate unambiguously the existence of two spectral components. It is suggested that 26-nor-25-doxylcholestanol is a better reporter of cholesterol behavior in membranes.